
Dell Dst Short Test Error Code 0142
Jun 2, 2015. HARD DRIVE-DST SHORT TEST :: ERROR CODE 0142 :: dell. Hi there to all
techies. Ã‚Â My laptop wouldnt boot up…it would go the the windows loading. Dell Inspiron
N5040 :: HDD Error Code 2000-0142. Jun 1, 2012. I am an owner of a dell inspiron n5040 and
im having the error code 2000-0142 on my laptop,

Dell support article tagged with: hdd, hard drive issue,
hard drive diags, hdd diag, diagnostics. This is an 2000-
0142, Hard Drive (d) - S/N (s), self test unsuccessful. Status
= (x) Change the CAPTCHA code Speak the CAPTCHA
code.
Dell Inspiron N5040 :: HDD Error Code 2000-0142. Jun 1, 2012. I am an owner of a dell
inspiron n5040 and im having the error code 2000-0142 on my laptop, Test got following error
message: **Hard Drive 0 -DST Short Test**. Test Result : Fail. Error Code : 2000-0142.
Validation: 64142. Msg: Hard Drive 0 self test. I ran the Dell ePSA test and got a 2000-0142
error code, which is indicative of a hard-drive failure. So, if my HDD has really failed or is about
to fail, how can I.

Dell Dst Short Test Error Code 0142
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Dell Inspiron N5040 :: HDD Error Code 2000-0142. Jun 1, 2012. I am
an owner of a dell inspiron n5040 and im having the error code 2000-
0142 on my laptop, Error Code 2000-0142 The given error code and
message can be used by Dell Technical Support to help diagnose the
problem. I'm gong to go with replacing the HDD, the problem with doing
an install now (if it works) is that section may.

Dell error code 2000 0142 means Hard Drive failure. The HDD needs to
be If you get the same error code then the HDD needs to be replaced.
You can. Dell Alienware x51: HDD Error - posted in Internal Hardware:
Hello, I have a dell I ran diagnostics and got a 2000-0142 error from dell
meaning hard drive problem. The diagnostics code does reference to
your drive failing DST, so. Press f12 during the dell logo on startup and
choose "diagnostics". error code 0142 message error code 2000-0142

http://afile.westpecos.com/doc.php?q=Dell Dst Short Test Error Code 0142
http://afile.westpecos.com/doc.php?q=Dell Dst Short Test Error Code 0142


Hard drive DST short test fail.

Message: HD 0 s/n - xxxxxx, short self test
unsuccessful. My system is working fine Dell
Inspiron N5040 :: HDD Error Code 2000-
0142. Jun 1, 2012. I am.
Dell error code 0142 (2000-0142) hard drive faulty - how much will it
cost to get this 5" hdd for my dell inspiron 6000 laptop that is running on
windows xp. The test failed. I think there's an error in the HDD. The
error code 2000-0142 resulting from running the Dell Diagnostics tests
indicates a failed Hard Drive:. Alright, so earlier today my dad's PC died,
which is a Dell computer. However, on the hard drive part, it reported an
error code of 200-0142 with status 79. After a HDD Sentinel reports bad
sectors in SMART firmware and that report can't be. MSG: Error Code
2000-0142. MSG: Hard Drive 0 - self test unsuccessful. Status: 49. The
given error code and message can be used by Dell Technical Support to I
use windows 7 it was not possible because it could nt see the HDD I
guess. If I have boot error then one thing which I did was to install the
fresh OS. If this is not possible I :Error Code: 2000-0142 , Hard Drive 0-
It has a configuration of 8GB Ram, 1TB HDD, 2GB NVIDIA graphic
card, but why the perfoWhat. hi everyone dell 1545 inspiron, 3-4yrs old,
sata 250gb hd, windows 7 home premium, 64 bit i've been reading all the
hdd helps you all posted re the above error.

Repair your Dell Error Sound Codes and get your PC running to its peak
Hp Error Code Biohd-7 / Dell Hard Drive Dst Short Test Error Code
0142 / Error Code.

I've posted this on Dell's Alienware forums but have gotten no response
there. ePSA shows a 2000-0142 error/HDD failed both times I ran it.



Yeah, the 2000-0142 is an error code that it failed to run a test on the
hard drive, and you explain.

My dell Inspiron 3521 laptop fell to the ground and since then the touch
pad can no test and the hdd comes up with error code 2000-0142
Valudation 102586

Dell Inspiron N5040 :: HDD Error Code 2000-0142. Jun 1, 2012. I am
an owner of a dell inspiron n5040 and im having the error code 2000-
0142 on my laptop,

If I replace the HDD, is this likely to solve the issue completely?
diagnostics again at boot up, but as I expected the Error Code 0142
message still appeared. It doesn't give me any error code, just says there
is no drive there. i 'm having issue with my Laptop(Dell Inspiron N4050)
HDDi Start my PC and an Continuous crackling sound comes from my
HDD and after that Error Code: 2000-0142. Dell Latitude Diagnostic
Error Code 2000-0142 Hard Drive Failure Get this RSS feed, Home,
Forum, Disk Drive (HDD, CD/DVD, Blu-ray) Media Gallery. DELL.
Transferred personal file folders and data from failed HDD, Dell
diagnostic error code 2000-0142. Replaced HDDs, Displays and
Memory on Dell Laptops.

Dell Inspiron N5040 :: HDD Error Code 2000-0142. Jun 1, 2012. I am
an owner of a dell inspiron n5040 and im having the error code 2000-
0142 on my laptop, Dell Inspiron N5040 :: HDD Error Code 2000-0142.
Jun 1, 2012. I am an owner of a dell inspiron n5040 and im having the
error code 2000-0142 on my laptop, If the Error Error Code Error
Message Link to Possible Fix PSA 1000-0111 PSA+ 2000-0111
dell.com/support/troubleshooting/us/en/04/KCS/KcsArticles/ PSA+
2000-0142 Timeout waiting for Drive Self Test to complete. Link to Fix.
PSA 1000-0146. PSA+ 2000-0146. DST Log contains previous error(s).
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Dell HDD Error SSDs & Data Storage. Does anyone know what this error means? It's from a
Dell 2000-0142 Hard Drive (d) - S/N (s), self test unsuccessful.
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